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About This Game

Uprising offers more strategy than a military sim, and more action strategy than a shoot'em up. Using your hi-tech assault tank,
loaded with powerful weapons, you need to establish tidal bases, mine for power, build factories and direct legions of allied

units against the enemy - all in an amazing 3D world. The path to the stars was heralded as a new beginning for peace, expansion
and discovery. It did not happen. The oppressive Imperium power now controls the whole of known space, and the masses are

restless. Now is the time to rise up and smash this regime.

JOIN OR DIE!

Features:

Hybrid first person action/strategy game

Take control of the powerful Wraith assault tank and command your armies against a ruthless horde of enemies
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Develop your base to harvest energy, create military units, and prepare for massive destruction
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Title: Uprising: Join or Die
Genre: Action, Strategy
Developer:
Cyclone Studios
Publisher:
Prism Entertainment, Retroism
Release Date: 17 Oct, 1997

 7ad7b8b382 

Minimum:

OS: Windows: XP / Vista / 7 / 8 / 10

Processor: 1.8 GHz Processor

Memory: 512 MB RAM

Graphics: Graphics: 3D graphics card compatible with DirectX 7

Storage: 2 GB available space

English
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Bundling old farts with emulators is unacceptable, no matter how good the game was back in the old days. You basically get
3dfx emlator without an easy way to fix the settings. Pure publisher trash. The game itself was genre defining back then, an
attempt to mix FPS and RTS. But it never was popular enough, so we only have this and Battle Zone. Should you buy it? I think
it's overpriced for the way it is. Just in case if you're nostalgic.. Back when I was a new to video games and took extreme pride
in finishing the Ultimate Doom moon missions and being completely hooked on Galacta, I discovered Uprising in the hard drive
of my brand new Pentium 2 computer. I was not impressed by it at first look, but deep inside I was hooked onto a game that
would turn out to be the greatest game I have ever played to this day.

I am probably the biggest fan of Mass Effect series, but nothing beats Uprising. If you are a hardcore gamer, you will not be
disappointed to explore this game for a couple of minutes in the year 2016. You may even get atticted without surprising me ;)

Thank you STEAM! I have spent a lot of energy and time trying to run this game on a pro XP operating system. Thank you for
working with cyclone in bringing this back to life.. I bought this game at a huge discout, but I think it is definitely worth the 7
dollars it costs. The one problem is that you have to activate something on your computer for the game to run which is hard to
find, but other than that, the gameplay is smooth, and the worlds are super fun.
Also there is a problem with mouse controls sometimes, so you have to exagerate your mouse movements for it to move. Don't
mess with the preset controls.. I just Bought this game and it is always crashing. Any Help?. Masterpiece of the 90s. A
neverseen mix of shooter and real time strategy with frenetic action. Totally worth.

All units and the main tank are upgradeable. Different types of terrain to play in a long single player campaign. Many types of
weapon and the fight for resources against the enemy makes it one of the most trepidant and rich games I´ve ever played. The
steam version includes a Voodoo emulator to play it with nowadays resolutions and widescreen.

9/10. This is one of my favorite 90s games. I was happy to see it, but it is unplayable on my PC for some reason. I left click to
fire and the screen goes black, and becomes unresponsive until I have died.. Now you see here sunny, back in my days this is
what we called Moba *wheeeze*. This game is absolutely amazing.
The mix of FPS / TPS / RTS is perfectly combined in this game.
I love it!!

500/10. i played this game for almost 17 years ago lol i love it
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wow I finished this game 20 times back when I first got it, only a fool would pass on the chance to play this game.

this game is a shooter/strategy/base biulding hybrid...

you drive a super hover tank that can be stuffed with a wide array of weapons (upgrades) rockets, flame thrower, mines, mole
torpedos, hive missiles...etc you name it.

but here is the amazing thing, you are fighting an empire and you need to go from planet to planet in a long galactic campaign in
order to win, but each victory gives u a limited ammount of money and you have to pick between that sweet new hive missile
upgrade or that sweet tank upgrade fro your army or that turret upgrade fro your base....

the game starts super easy and get harder as you push through the solar systems, some missions will test your skill and will make
u throw the PC from a window....

the explosions are great the sound design is great

just buy it and enjoy it. This game is really good. No, believe me, I bet you have never ever played a game like this before. It is
an easy to learn and pretty easy to handle but hard to master breed between FPS and RTS. I played this game a lot in my
childhood and was totally hyped when it showed up on My List.

But it is unplayable for me. I own a pretty simple laptop with older hardware components but the game crashes after 10 seconds
into play (Windows 7). That's a pity. Also, many other buyers have this problem. Fortunately there is Steam refund.. The first
tower defense game before tower defense existed, this game did not recieve any credit for the genre even tho it existed
waybefore wc3.

Basically it's a Hero Defense, you guard your towers but they are spread out, but units just teleport to them, or fly across the
map, your goal is to build all tower control points on the map and keep them, you must take out enemy towers and you do this
often sometimes with other towers if they are close enough. You cal also directly control your BIG towers this leaves your hero
tank unit unguarded but its fun.

Sometimes you escort units through a map which makes it reverse tower defense too again before such a genre ever existed. If
you want to experience the first TD game and a very early 3D acelerated game, do give this a try.
You really got to give this game credit, and it has an amazing soundtrack too. Ironically its still the best at what it does, most TD
games do not embrace all aspects like this game and its sequel did.

5/5 stars.. Not very stable on Windows 10 but ok with compatibility mode set to XP SP2.
Awesome game, need a real sequel.. Infinitely great game~! A very nice mix of FPS Tank action and strategy. Also it can get
ridiculously hard very fast, but the nostalgia makes up for it.

Tip: If you are experiencing crashes, turn off "Sky" in the options. That fixed it for me.. I love this game, mix of action FPS and
strategy.
Its still enjoyable, especially if set to 1920x1080. You can do this via "%steam folder%\steamapps\common\Uprising Join or
Die\nglide_config.exe".
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dlrRNfEJP_4.
\u8d85\u597d\u73a9\u7684\u62c9\uff0c\u4ee5\u524d\u9084\u8cb7\u5149\u789f\u7528windows 98\u4f86\u73a9. That was a
fast refund..game crashes after calling in the citadel. Way to go.. Had to buy instantly. No crashes and you can force AA from
the desktop. It's good to be back.

Edit: Also be sure to install nglide. Prevents crashes.
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